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. A cla~s o.f discrete time priority queueing systems 
Wlth parbal mterference is considered. Packet-radio 
communication networks that use a certain mode of 
operation fall into this class. In these systems N nodes 
share a common channel to transmit their packets. 
One node uses a random access scheme while other 
n.odes acc~s~ .the channel according to their preas
slgned pnonbes. Packet arrivals are modeled as 
discrete-time batch processes, and packets are for
warde~ through the network according to fixed 
prescnbed probabilities. 

Steady-state analysis of the class of systems under 
consid~ration is provided. In particular. we present a 
rec~rs1ve me~hod for the derivation of the joint gen
eratmg funchon of the queue lengths distribution at 
the n~des in st~ady-state. 'The condition for steady
state 1S also denved. A simple example demonstrates 
the gene~al analysis and provides some insights into 
the behavlOr of systems with partial interference. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The survey paper by Kobayashi and Konheim [1] 

discusses many models of discrete-time queueing sys
tems. Such systems have been receiving increased 
attention in recent years [2-4] due to their usefulness 
in modeling and analyzing various types of communica
tion systems. Pa9ket-switched communication net
works with point-to-point links between the nodes, 
where data packets are of a fixed length, motivated 
most of these models. 'The models in [2-4] are of tan
dem nature since in point-to-point networks the tran
sport of a packet from its source to its destination 
involves the transmission of the packet over a succes
sion of links. 'The fixed packet length assumption 
induces the discrete-time nature of the models. 

In this paper we consider a class of discrete-time 
priority queueing systems with partial interference. 
Consideration of these systems have been primarily 
motivated by the class of packet-switched communica
tion networks called the multi-access/broadcast net
works. or packet-radio networks. In these communica
tion networks all nodes share a common channel 
through which they transmit their packets and from 
which they extract packets destined to them. hence 
the multi-access nature of these networks. In addition, 
when a node transmits a packet through the shared 
channel. all nodes that are within its transmission 
range hear this transmission. thus inducing the broad
cast nature of the system. 

lThls research was carried out at the Massachusetts Instit ute of 
'l'ec~ology, Laborat~ry for Information and Decision Systems with 
partial support proVlded by the National Science Foundation under 
grant NSF-ECS-831096. 

We assume that the channe"l time axis is slotted 
into intervals of size equal to the transmission time of a 
packet. All packets are assumed to be of fixed and 
equal size. The nodes are synchronized so that they 
may start transmission of a packet only at the begin
ning of a slot. hence the discrete-time nature of the 
system. All nodes are assumed to have infinite buffers. 

One of the most crucial issues in multi-access net
works is the protocol required to transmit packets on a 
shared channel in a distributed environment. For a sur
vey of multi-access protocols the reader is referred to 
[5J. The design and analysis of multi-access protocols is 
not trivial. 'This is due to the following two facts that 
hold for packet-radio networks: (i) If two or more nodes 
transmit packets during the same slot to the same 
node, then the overlap in transmission destroys all 
packets involved in the transmission; (ii) A transmit
ting node is unable to receive packets transmitted by 
other nodes of the system. These two facts together 
with the broadcast nature of the network give rise to 
statistical dependence between the queues at the 
nodes of the network. In most cases this dependence is 
rather complicated and therefore. there is little hope 
to obtain analytical results for general multi-access 
protocols and for general network configurations. The 
purpose of this paper is to analyze a rather general 
network configuration with a specific mode of opera
tion. 

. On~ mode of operation that can be accomplished 
m mulb-access networks is a conflict-free mode. This 
can be achieved if every node knows perfectly which 
are the nodes that have packets ready for transmission 
at the beginning of each slot. This is possible in sys
tems that have a central scheduler that schedules the 
transmissions according to information it receives 
from the nodes, or in systems where the nodes 
exchange this information between themselves [6]. 
Generally. any order of transmission can be used. in 
particular, priority can be easily implemented. Yet, if 
t?ere .are some nodes that cannot exchange informa
bon Wlth the scheduler or with other nodes. on which 
nodes have packets ready for transmission, then their 
transmissions cannot be accornmodated in a conflict
free mode of operation and they should use some ran
dom access scheme [5]. 

The class of discrete-time queueing systems that 
we consider in this paper consists of systems having 
N-1 nodes that access the channel in a conflict-free 
mode according to fixed priorities that are preassigned 
t~ them. N? two nodes have the same priority and a 
gIven. n?de IS allowed to use the channel in a given slot 
only If 1t has a packet ready for transmission and all 
nodes with higher priority have empty queues. In addi
tion, there is an extra node in the system that cannot 
~e accommodated.in the conflict-free mode of opera
bon and therefore IS allowed to use the channel in any 
slot on a random basis. If the node uses the channel 
along with any other node then their packets are des
troyed and must be retransmitted, hence the interfer
ing feature of the systems under consideration. 
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To enhance the network structure of the problem 
we attach to each node a given probability distribution 
that indicates the probabilities that a packet transmit
ted by the node is forwarded to one of the other nodes 
or to the outside of the system. 

Outside sources feed the nodes of the system with 
new packets. An important feature of this paper is that 
these sources are allowed to depend on each other. 
Thus we are able to characterize a rather general class 
of batch arrival processes. 

Several discrete-time queueing systems that have 
been previously investigated [7-9] are related to the ' 
class of systems considered in this paper. In [7] a "loop 
system" in which nodes transmit packets only to the 
outside of the system, the arrival processes are 
independent and there is no interference, has been 
considered. In [4] and [8] two-node systems have been 
analyzed and in [9] no interference is allowed. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we 
describe the model along with the assumptions and 
several definitions and notations that we use 
throughout the paper. In Section 3 we present the 
steady-state analysis of the class of systems under con
sideration. In particular we develop a method for deriv
ing the joint generating function of the queue lengths 
at the nodes and we give the ergodicity condition for 
'the system. Moments of the queue lengths at the nodes 
can be derived from the generating function and aver
age time delays can be obtained by using Little's law 
[10]. Finally, in Section 4 we give an example that 
demonstrates the general analysis and provides some 
insight into the behavior of systems with partial 
interference. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
We consider a discrete-time queueing system in 

which the time axis is divided into intervals of equal 
size referred to as slots. The slots correspond to the 
transmission time of a packet and all packets are 
assumed to be of the same fixed size. The system con
sists of N nodes and packets arrive randomly to the 
nodes from N sources that in general, may be corre
lated. Let A;.(t). i=1.2 .... ,N, t=D.l,2, ... be the number 
of packets entering node i from its corresponding 
source duri~ the time interval (t ,t + 1). The input pro
cess ~A;. (t Hi=l t =D, 1,2, ... is assumed to be a sequence 
of independent and identically distributed random vec
tors with integer-valued elements. Let the correspond
ing probability distribution and generating function of 
the input processes be: 

a(itoi 2' ... ,iN )=Prob ~AI(t )=i lo A2(t )=i2, .. . • A,v(t )=iN! 

i j =D,l,2. . .. l~j~N (la) 

F~) = ~~l zt«t)j (lb) 

where we use the notation~ = (Z1oZ2, .. . ,ZN)' 

All nodes share a common channel for transmis
sion of their packets, and transmissions are started 
only at the beginning of a slot. No more than one 
packet may be transmitted in any given time slot by a 
single node. Using some conflict-free protocol the 
channel is made available to nodes i = 1.2 ... . . N-1 
according to a fixed priority. Specifically. node 
i (l~i~N -1) transmits the packet at the head of its 
queue whenever the queues at nodes 1.2 .. .. . i-1 are 
empty and the one at node i is nonempty. Node N is a 
special node that cannot participate in the conflict-free 
protocol and therefore apply a random access proto
col. At the beginning of each slot for which the queue at 
node N is nonempty, a coin with probability of success 
p is tossed. In case of a success node N transmits the 
packet at the head of its queue: otherwise it remains 
silent. Whenever node N transmits while another node 
i (l~i~N -1) is also transmitting. then both transmis-

sions are unsuccessful and the two nodes must 
retransmit the packets at the head of their queues 
according to the protocols described above. 

In any case. when a node i (l~i~N) transmits a 
. packet successfully, then the packet joins node 
j (lSj~N. j~i) With probability 1Ji (j) or leaves the 
system with probability 1Ji (D). We assume here that 
'l9-i (i)=D. All packets received by a node from an outside 
source or from other nodes. are buffered in a common 
outgoing queue and transmitted on a first-come first
served basis. It is assumed that packets indeed arrive 
at every node of the system. so that there is no node 
that is empty with probability 1 (in other words, nodes 
that are alwasys empty are ignored). Finally we 
assume that the buffers at the nodes are infinite . A 
schematic figure of a node i in the system is depicted 
in Fig. 1. 

3. STEADY-sfATE ANALYSIS 

To describe the evolution of the queue contents at 
the nodes. we need several definitions. Let 
14.(t) l~i~N. t=0.1,2, ... be the number of packets at 
node i at time t and let U(4,(t» (l~i~N. t=D.1,2 .... ) 
be a binary-valued random variable that takes value 1 
if 14.(t »D and 0 otherwise. Let V be a binary-valued 
random variable that takes values 1 and D with proba
bilities p and ji =1-p respectively. Also let 
DICt), lSiSN, ~jSN, t=0,1,2, ... be a binary-valued 
random variable that takes value 1 if a packet is suc
cessfully transmitted from node i to node j at time t. 
where j =D corresponds to the case that the packet 
leaves the system. 

U sing these definitions it is easy to see that the 
system under consideration evolves for t = D,l,2, ... 
as follows: 
For lsi~N, 

14. (t + 1) = 14. (t ) + A;. ( t ) + t D:n (t ) 
m=l 

i-I 
-vi(t)U(4,(t» IT [l-U(Lm(t»] 

m=l 

where 

[
l-VU(LN(t» 

T{(t)= V 
1~i~N-1 

i=N 

(2a) 

(2b) 

Notice that T{ (t) is a binary valued random variable 
and for lsisN -1 it can be interpreted as the interfer
ence indicator at time t, Le. it indicates whether or not 
node N interferes with the transmission of node i at 
time t. Clearly, ~4.(t)!f:1 is a vector Markov chain. 
Ass~e that t~~ Markov. chain is ergodic (we shall 
denve the condibon for thls later). let us consider the 
steady-state joint generating function of the queue 
lengths distribution, 

G(~) = lim EIJl zf'(t)j (3) t.... ~=l 

For notational convenience, let us define the following 
boundary generating functions: 

Go(~) = G(~) (4a) 

~(~) = G(~) I tl1=tl2= '" =tI(=o 

8i(~) = ~(~) I irN=O 

(4b) 

(4c) 

Notice that by .our definition GN(~)=GN-l(~) is a con
stant representing the stead.y-state probability that 
the system will be empty. Finally let us define the fol
lowing polynoms: 

N 
~(~) = '19- 1(0) + l: 'l9-i (m}zm l~i~N (5) 

m=l 

5.2A-2-2 
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Theorem 1 

With the above notations the following holds: 

G~)=F~)~ GN~ )+[cq.,-l(~ )-cq.,(~ )][P +PZNIQN~)]+ 

+ 1:\G\_l(~)-Gi~)]Z"-l,,,(~)+ (6) 
i=l 

The formal proof of Theorem 1 is straightforward. 
Let us give here an intuitive explanation for (6). The 
right-hand side of (6) is a multiplication of the generat
ing function of the joint arrival process. that by our 
assumptions is independent of the state of the system. 
and an expression that indicates. for the various states 
that the system may be at. which node is transmitting 
and how packets are moved within the network. 
Specifically. cq.,(~) corresponds to the case that the 
queues at all nodes are empty. cq., - l(!. )-cq.,(!.) 
corresponds to the situation that all nodes except node 
N are empty. therefore with probability P a packet 
leaves node N and joins another node or leaves the sys
~m accg,rding to the probabilities ~N(j) O~j~N. 
G\-l~)-G,,(~) for l~i~N -1 corresponds to the situa
tion that node N is empty as well as nodes 1.2 . ... . i-1 
and node i has a packet for transmission. Then. a 
packet leaves node i and joins another node or leaves 
t~e system according to the probabUities ~iW O~i~N. 
Fm.ally. the term ~-l(!.)-~(!.)-Gi-l(!.)+Gi(!.) for 
l~'I.~N -1 corresponds to the case that nodes 
1.2 •... . i-1 are empty and nodes i and N have both 
packets for transmission. In this case with probability 
p the two nodes interfere and no packet is moved, 
whil.e. if ~de N remains silent (this happens with pro
babIlity p = 1-p) then a packet leaves node i and joins 
another node or leaves the system as before. Rear
ranging (6) we obtain: 

~ Hi(~)~ (~) + 1:1jf i(~ )Gi(~) 
GC!.) = FC!.) i=1 i=O (7a) 

l-F~)[P+p ZllQl(~)] 

where 

t [zit.ll Qi+ l(~) -Zi-1 Qi (~)] 1~i~N-2 
Hi(~)= 1-2p+PZNIQN~)-ii ZN!.lQN-l(~) i=N-1 (7b) 

[l-ZNIQN(~)] i=N 

and 

t
[l-Z 1IQl(~)] i=O 

n i(~)= [Z\t.II~I+l(~)_~-I"'(~)] ~~i~N-2 
[l-zN-IQN-IC!.)] 'L=N-1 

(7c) 

In (7) we encounter a common phenomena in interfer
~ queues. ~amely that the generating function G(~) 
IS expressed m terms of several boundary functions. In 
order to uniquely determine G~) in (7) we will have to 
determine 2N-1 boundary functions,2 ~(z) l!Si!SN 
and G" (~) ~isN -2. In what follows. we de~elop the 
me~h~d fo~ obtaining these g,oundary functions. The 
ba.slC Idea IS ~o first express Qi(~) i =0.1. .. . . N -2 (in 
thIS ~rder) m terms of Gj(~) i+1~j~N-1. Then 
G..C!.)'I,=1.2.·· · .N-1 is expressed in terms of 
Gj(~) ~j~N-1 and Gj(~) i+1~j~N. Finally the con
stant cq.,(~) is determined from the normalization con
dition and using backward substitutions all the boun
dary functi?ns are determined. Along the above pro
cess. we mal~ly use th.e analytic properties of the gen
eratmg functlOn GC!.) m the polydisc 1 zi 1 <1 l~i~N. 

. 8Notice that in a general syBtem whereJlach node can interfere 
Wlth any o:ther node we might have up to 2 -1 boundary functions 
to determme. An example for such a syBtem is a network that all 
nodes use a random access policy. 

In order to proceed we shall need the following 
Lemma: 

Lemma 1: Let FC!.) be the generating function of the 
joint arrival process (lb). Ql(~) the function defined in 
(5) and ~p~1. Then for given 1 Zi 1 <1 ~i~N. the fol
lowing equation in Z 1, 

F(~)[PZI + (1-P)Ql(~)] = ZI (8) 

has a unique solution Z 1 = Z 1 (z 2. Z 3. . . . ,Z N) in the unit 
circle 1 Z 11 <1. 

Proof: Let 1 Z 11 =1 and 1 Zi 1 <1. 2~i~N. We distinguish 
bet:ween two cases: The first is the case that packets do 
arrive to some node l. 2~l~N. from its corresponding 
source. The second is the case that no packets arrive 
to nodes ~l~n from their corresponding sources. Our 
ass~ption that packets do arrive to all nodes implies 
that ill the latter case, packets do arrive at node 1 
from 'its corresponding source and it routes some of 
them to 'at least one of the nodes l, ~l~N. 

Case 1. There exists some node l (~l~N) for which 
the probability that a packet will arr ive to it from its 
corresponding source is strictly positive, Le., there 
exists a (iloi2' . . . . iN»O for some iI and some 
it >0 (2~l~N). Therefore, 

1 F(~)[pz I+(l-p )QI(~)] 1 ~ I F(~) 1 = 

(9) 

f: a(i I .i2, · · . ,iN )= 1= 1 Z t! . 
iN=O 

Hence. applying Rouche's theorem [11] the claim is 
proved in this case. 

Case 2. Packets arrive at node 1 and it routes some of 
them to at least one of the nodes l (~lSN). Le .• there 
exists ~I(l»O for some ~l~N. Therefore, ' 

IF(~)[PZl+(l-P)Ql(~)]I~~+(l-P)Ql(~) 1= (10) 

= r +(l-p )[~1(0)+\~2~I(i)zd I<p +(1-p )=1= 1 Z 11 

Hence, applying Rouche's theorem the proof is com
pleted. 

• 
Let al(z2,z3, . .. ,zN) (for simplicity aI ) denote the 

unique solution of (8). Let ~ (1) denote the vector z with 
its first component Z 1 replaced by al' Using a similar 
proof as for lemma 1 we can · show that for 
I z, I <1. ~i~N, the following equation in Z2. 

F(~(1»[PZ2+(1-P)Q2~(1»] = z2 (11) 

has a unique solution in the unit circle 1 Z I <1. Let 
a2( Z 3, Z 4, ... • Z N) denote this solution and Z &) denote 
the vector ~ with its first component z 1 r~placed by 
al(a2(z3,z4 • . . . ,ZN), Z3' . . . ,ZN) and its second com
pO.nent z2 replaced by a2(z3,z4, . . . ,ZN). Continuing 
thIS procedure we have the following lemma that recur
sively determines the unique functions 
at (Zi+1. zi+2 • . .. ,Z N) ~i~N -1 as follows: 

Lemma 2: With the above notations and for ~i~N-1 
the following equation in Zi. . 

F(~('-l»[PZ,+(l_p)~~(i-l»] = z, (12) 

5.2A-2-3 

has a unique solution in the unit circle I z, I < 1 for 
IZjl<1.i+1Sj~N. Here ~(i -l) denotes the vector ~ 
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with the variables z; replaced by a; for 1~j~i - 1. This 
unique solution is denoted by ai (Zi+l. Zi+2 . ... . ZN)' 
The proof of this Lemma is similar to t he proof of 
Lemma 1. 

If we let p=O and zN=O in Lemma 1 and 2 and we 
use the recursions defined by (8) and (12) for this case. 
t.hen the uniqu e functions 
a;. (Zi+1.Zi+2 .... ,zN-1) 1~i~N -2 are defined, Le., a1 is 
the unique ~lutio.!,l in the unit ,£ircle 1 z 11 < 1 of the 
equation F(~ )Ql(~ )=Zl wh~re ~ =(Zl>Z2, ... ,ZN-100) 
given that 1 zi 1 < 1 ~i~N -1. a i 2~i~N -2 is the unique 
sol!:!tion in ""the unit circle .... 1.Zi I <1 of the eqy.ation 
F(~i-l)QC! (i-I»=Zi wqere ~ ('-I) is the vector ~ with 
zl=al' z2=a2' . .. ,z, _I=ai_1 given that 
I Zj I <1 i+l~j~N -2. We are now armed enough to 
attack the problem of determining the 2N-l boundary 
functions. 

.Determination of 
Gi(~) ~i~N-2 

the boundary june tio'TIS 

Letting ZN-+O in (6) we obtain: 

Go(~) = F(i HG N-I(~.)+pQN(i )G'N -I(~) + (13a) 

+ ~1[Gi -1~)-Gi(~ )]zi-IQi (i H 
i=l 

where; =(ZI.Z2 . ... . ZN-I .O) and 

dChv-l(Z) I 
G'N-l(~) = d :ilN=O (13b) . zN 

Notice that G'N-l(~) is a constant. 
J1earranging (13a) and noticing that by definition 
GN-l(~)=Chv(z) we obtain: 

ECi ) + ~2 D;. (i ) G i ~ ) 
Go(~)=F(i) (f\ -I ci) (14a) 

I-F Z zl Q I Z 

where. 

E(i )=[l-zN~lQN-l<i )] 8 N- IL )+pQN(i )G'N- I(~) (14b) 

D,(i )=z;.t.11 Qi+l(i )-Zi- I Qi (i) (14c) 

Notice that in (14) the boundary function Go(~) is 
Eixpressed in terms of the boundar.y functions 
G,(~) l~i~N-l and the constant G'N- I(~)' Now using 
the analytic property of Go(~) we immediately obtain 
the following result: 

Theorem 2 : Let a I and i. (1) be as defined before. Then. 

E(i (1»+ ~2 Di (i (I» Gi (~) 
.... _ "" (I) i=2 (15) 
GI(~.)-F(~ ) I-F(i (I»z2- IQ2(i(I» 

This is true since G o(~) is an analytic function in 
the polydisk I z, 1 < 1 l~i~N -1. TQen in this polydisk 
whenever the denominator of G o(~) vanishes. the 
numerator must also vanish. Since the denominator of 
Go(~) vanishes at a I. we have from (14) that: 

.... ( N-2 .... ( ) .... () "" 
E(~ I» + ~ [Zi+l1~+I(~ I )-Zi-I Qi(~ I )]Gi(~) = (16) 

i=2 

which together with the fact that F(i (1»al IQl(i (1»=1 
imply (15). 

Now. exploiting the similarity between (14) and 
(15) and repeating the above procedure for 
i=2,3 . ... ,N -2 we obtain the following resu lt: 

5.2A·2-4 

Theorem 3: Let a i and i (i) ~i~N -2 be as defined 
before. Then for 2~i~N -2, 

E(i(i»+ Nt2 Dj<i(i»G;(~) 
G\(~)=FCi(i» I_F(j(~;)+l-IQ ("(;.» 

~ ZHI HI ~ 
(17) 

The proof of (17) is similar to that of (15). 

Now. using (17) for i=N -2 we have. 

.... ()_ ,., (N-2) E(; (N- 2» 
G N-2 ~ -F~ ) 1-F( x (N - 2» - I Q (x (N-2» (18) 

~ zN-l '/V-I ~ 

and since G N-2(~) is an analytic function for 1 zN-I I <1 
we obtain from (18) and (14b) that 

I "" aN~1 QN-I(; (N- I» - 1 
pG N-I(~) = G N-I(~) QN(i. CN-I» (19) 

Substituting (19) in (18) we,..get 8N-2(~) expressed in 
~erms of the constant G N-I (~). Using (17) for 
'I.=N-3,N-4 . . . , ,~ and then (15) and (14) we obtain 
all the functions q i (~) ~i~N -2 expressed in terms 
of the cor:stant G N-I~)= Chv(~). Specificall~ as we 
shall need It later let us define the function k (~ ) as fol
lows: 

(20) 

Determination of 
~ (~) 1~i~N-2 

the boundary june tio'TIS 

To obtain the boundary functions ~ (~) l~i~N-2 
we use a similar procedure as for G,~) 0~i~N-2. Let 
us first rewrite (7a) as follows: 

N 
H(~) + ~Hi(~)~(~) 

G'z)-F(z) i=1 (21a) 
~ - - I-F(e)[P+P ZlIQl(~)] 

where Hi (z) l~i~N are defined in (7b) and H (~) is a 
known function up to the constant Chv(~). H(~) is given 
by: 

N-} 

H(~)= ~ fj i(~)Gi(~) (21b) 
i=O 

n ,(~) are defined in (7b). 

Using Lemmas 1 and 2 we immediately obtain the 
following result: 

We will demonstrate how (22a) is proved for i= 1. 
Then by induction one can easily obtain (22a) and 
(22b). Since G(~) is an analytic function for 
r z, I <1 1~i~N and since the denominator of G(z) van-
ishes at al. we have from (21a) that: -

N 
H(~ (1» + EHi(~ (l»~(~) + HI(~ (1»Gl(~) = 0 (23) 

,=2 
Using th~ definition of H I(Z (1» from (7b). i.e. 
HJ(~ ll»=p lZi I Q2(Z (1»-allQl(~ll»)] and the fact that 
FI.!.:I»[p +p GI1Ql(i (1»]=1 we get immediately (22a) 
for '1.=1. 

Now in (22b) Chv-I~) is expressed in terms of the 
constant GN(~). using (22a) for i=N-2.N-3 . .... 1 we 
finally have all the boundary functions ~ ~) 1~i~N-1 
expressed in terms of the constant CW(~). 

.... Now that we have already determined 
G, ~) ~i~N -2 and ~ ~) l~i~N -2 in terms of the 
constant Chv(~). the problem is reduced to that of 
determining this constant. 
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Determination of the constant GN~) 
To determine the constant Chi~) let us first prove 

the following: 

(24a) 

and 

At =r, + f A{~j(l) (24b) 
j=1 

Then the following holds: 

~=P[Gi-l0)-~O)+P[Gi-1U)-GiU)] l~i~N-l (25a) 

~'N=p[GN-IU) - GNU)] (25b) 

where, 

~U)=~~) I ZH1=ZHr ' " =zN:1 ()!:;'i~N -1 (26a) 

GiU)=G,{~) I ZH1=ZHe= '" =zN_l=1 ()!:;,i~N-2 (26b) 

and ~U)=G N-IU) is just the constant we are looking 
for. 

Proof: For l~i~N, let us derive both sides of eq. (6) 
with respect to ~ and substitute Zl=z2= ... =zN=l. 
Then for l~i~N -1 we obtain 

0= Ti+[GN-IU) - GNU)]P"N(i) + (27a) 

+ ~1[G;-IU)-G;U)J~;{i)-[Gi-1U)-G-tU)] + 
j=1 
jJl:I 

N-I A A _ 

+ ~ [GJ-IU)-GjU)-Gj -1U)+GjU):!i> 19j {i) 

and 

j=1 
j,.1 

0= TN - P[~-IU) - ~O)] 

+ 1:1
[G i '_ lu) - G i U)]19i {N) 

i=1 . 

(27b) 

where in (27) we used the fact that GU)=GoU)=l. 
Rearranging (27) we get for l~i~N -1: 

0= T, + [~-IU) - GNU)]P19N{i) + (2Ba) 

N-l A ~ 
+ ~ ~P[~-IU) - GjU)] + p[G j - 1U) - Gj U)]!19j {i) 

and 

i=1 
1"'1. 

0= TN - P[~-IU) - ChiU)] (28b) 

+ ~1~p[~_IU) - ~U)] + P[Ci-1U) - C,U)]j19i {N) 
\=1 

In (2B) we have N li~ear equ~tions Witll N unknowns 
P[~-IU)-~U)]+P[Gi-1U)-GiU)] for l~i~N -1 and 
P[GN- IU)-GNU)]. Apparently (25) solves these equa
tions. 

From (25) we obtain: 

~1~ = P[l-CW-IU)] + p[GoU)-C N-IU)] = (29) 
i=1 

= p[1-AN/p-ChiU)] + p[GoO)-CWO)] 

Therefore, 
N-l 

GNU) - pGoU) = p[1-AN/P] - 1: ~ (30) 
\=1 

Recelling that G o(~ ) =k (i ) GN ~) we finally have that: 
N-l 

p[1-AN/p] - ~ ~ 
ChiU) = i=1 

1-pk U) 
where kU) = kCi) Iz 1=ze= " ' =ZN_l=I' 

the condition for steady-state is: 
N - l 
~ ~ <P(1-AN/P) 
\=1 

Rewriting (32) as: 
N-l 

AN <p{l- ~ ~/p) 
i=1 

(31) 

(31) implies that 

(32) 

(33) 

we can explain the steady-state condition intuitively as 
follows: Clearly, node N is the bottleneck of the sys
tem. If it is heavily loaded, then the fraction of time 
~~t the channel is used by the other N-1 nodes is 
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~ ~/p, so the fraction of time that the channel is 
,=1 
av~~~ble for node N for successful transmissions is 

1- ~ Ai/ p. As node N transmits with probability p 
i=1 

when nOR~lmpty the rate of its successful transmissions 

is p{l- ~ ~/ji) which for stability must be greater 
i=1 

than the total arrival rate to the node. Consequently, 
(33) should hold. 

Having obtained the joint generating function G{~) 
we can derive, at least in principle, any moment of the 
queue lengths at the nodes. Specifically, if we denote 
by E i the average queue length at node i in steady
state, then 

(34) 

Assuming that packets arrive at the nodes only at the 
end of a slot, then using Little's law [10] we may also 
obtain the average time delays at node i denoted by Ti 
as follows: 

(35) 

where ~ is the total arrival rate at node i as defined in 
(24b). The total average time delay in the system is 
obtained by applying Little's law to the whole system 
and it is given by: 

T '= f Ltl tTi (36) 
\=1 i=1 

where Ti is the arrival rate at node i from its 
corresponding source as defined in (24a). The total 
average delay T is clearly a function of the transmis
sion probability p. Obviously, as p decreases, the total 
average delay increases since node N transmits rather 
rarely. Also when p increases the total average delay 
also increases since there are many conflicts in the 
transmissions. Consequently, there is some intermedi
ate value of p (that depends on the arrival processes to 
the nodes) that minimizes the total average delay in 
the system. This will be demonstrated in the example 
given in Section 4. 
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4. EXAMPLE 
In this section we will use a simple example in 

order to show some details of the general solution 
method developed in the previous section. The example 
consists of the network of Fig. 2, where packets arrive 
to nodes 1 , 2 , 3 and node 2 forwards its packets to 
node 1. Consequently, Q1(~)=Qa~)=1; Q2(~):;:zl ( here 
~ =(ZloZ2,Za». We shall also assume that: 

F(~):::: r1z1 + rZ2za + 1 -rl-r 

i.e., during each slot a packet arrives to node 1 with 
probability r 1, with probability r a packet arrives to 
both node s 2 and 3 and with probability 1-1" 1 -T no 
packet arrives to the system. Then using (B), (12) for 
za=O, p =0, we obtain: 

Using (19), (lB) and (14) we have: 

pG'2(O,O,O) = 1 r G(O,O,O) 
-T1-T 

~ rl 
G (z I,Z2,O) = G(O,O,O)[l + 2 1] 

I-T1-T 

Using (31) we have that: 

( ) 
_ p(1-T/p)-(r1+2r) 

G 0,0,0 - ( ) ( ) I-p I-T / l-rcr 

and the condition for steady-state is: 

p(l-T/p) - (r1+2r) > 0 

From (8) and (11) we obtain: 

O'1(Z2,Za) = (1-f(zz,za) -rtft' -"6)/2rlP 

where, 

f(Zl,ZS) =p(rzzzs + 1- r 1 -r) 

/).= (1-f(Z2,Za) -rd)Z -4rd)f(zz,za) 

and O'2(ZS) is the solution of 

O'z(za) = O'~(O'z(Z3),Za) 

in the unit circle 1 0'21 < 1. 
From (15) and (17) we obtain: 

p(zi1 -1)+ 1 rIP (l-0'1(O'Z(Z3),Za» 
-T1-r 

G(O,O,Za)=G(O,O,O) - 1 -1( ( ) ) 1-2p+pZ3 -p 0'1 O'z za ,za 

and 

G(O,Z2,Za) = ~G(O,O,0)[P(1-zi1)+ 1 rIP (1-O'1(Z2,Za») 
-T1-T 

+ G(O,O,za)(l-2p +pzi1-ji zi1 O'l(Zz,Za)j/ 

lP (0'11(zz,za)-z 20'1 (Zz,Za)]~ 

Finally we have that: 

G(Zl,Z2,Za) = F(Zl,Z2,Z3)tG(O,O,O)[p(1-z i 1)+ 

rIP _ 
+ l-r

1
-r (1-z1)]++G(O,O,za)(l-2p+PZi1-P zi1z 1)+ 

+G(O,Z2,Za)P (zi1z1-Z1 1 HI [1-F(Zl,Z2,Za)(P +P zll)] 

The explicit expressions for the average delays in 
the system are too complicated to be given here. To 
give some insight into the behavior of this network we 
plotted these quantities in Fig. 3-5. In Fig. 3 T I , Tz, Ta 
~d T are plotted as a function of r =r 1 for p =0.4. In 
FIg. 4, these quantities are plotted as a function of p 
for r 1 =: =0.0.5. As we can see, for small values of p, the 
queue IS bUllt up only at node 3 (since it is rarely 
trc:nsmitting) while for large values of p, queues are 
bUllt up at all the nodes and this is due to the interfer
ence. 

As we see, there is an optimal transmission pro ba
bilitr p* that minimizes the total delay in the system. 
In Fig. 5 T m1n -- the minimal total delay in the Ryst.em is 
plotted as a function of r =r l' It is intersting to mention 
that p. Rl 0.34 and it is almost insensitive to the value 
of r=rl' Also T mln is not very sensitive to small varia
tions inp*. 
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Figure 1: An example of a node i in the system 
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